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The story of manganese in quantum dots 

 

Quantum dots, wherein size-dependent properties are often observed, are of great scientific 

interest as they effectively act as a bridge between the bulk properties and the atomic or 

molecular properties. Doping transition metal ions in quantum dots provide great flexibility 

in controlling electronic and magnetic interactions via growth-controlled “engineering” of 

wave functions giving rise to interesting properties, including lasing, giant magneto-optical 

properties.  Manganese is one of the most extensively studied dopants in this category.  This 

interest is primarily piqued by the interesting orange emission arising from the Mn d-d 

transition.  While the practical observation and manifestations of this emission has led to a 

number of applications like photo-magnetism, the physics of its origin has continued to 

intrigue a large number of researchers with its spin forbidden nature.  

In this talk, I am going to recount the story of Mn doping in quantum dots spanning last three 

to four decades covering its origin, growth and the understanding along with the current 

challenges.  I discuss basic physics behind this interesting feature and the applications that 

make Mn doped quantum dots interesting with novel properties leading to higher efficiency 

of the desired properties.  In addition, I will also discuss the introduction of fundamentally 

new concepts that were not observed in bulk materials.  
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